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Résumé
After a theoretical physics training, I have done my research at the interface between
physics and biology, focusing on modeling macromolecules and their interactions, both from
an abstract stand point, and with a more practical approach, through numerical simula-
tions. Since 2008, when I obtained my current position as Mâıtre de Conférence, I have
been working on coarse-grained modeling of RNA for folding predictions. In particular my
role has been to develop a suitable force-field for the simplified model. Over the years we
have produced three versions of the force-field, the first one closer in spirit to a protein
force-field, gradually shifting to frameworks that are more specific to nucleic acids and
that allow us to adress the behavior of larger and more complex molecules. Our model,
HiRE-RNA (High Resolution Energy model for RNA), allows to explore the molecule’s
conformational space through enhanced sampling techniques of various kinds, using both
Molecular Dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo methods (MC). With the first version we stud-
ied two simple hairpins, proving that the coarse-grained representation we implemented is
suitable for the study of RNA folding. With the second version we looked at the thermody-
namics of RNA and DNA duplexes, addressing the question of the sensitivity of our model
to subtle sequence di↵erences. The third version is substantially modified in the force
field to better account for the specificity of the two main driving interactions in nucleic
acids : hydrogen bonding and stacking. The changes introduced opened the possibility
to study molecules with complex topologies where multiple base interactions are present
simultaneously, playing a central role in holding the structure together.
During my graduate studies at NYU, I had worked on RNA classification through
graphs. The two years spent on this topic allowed me to gather a good understanding
of RNA structures and constitute a solid background for my current research. The main
part of my Ph.D. and my three years as post-doc at ESPCI were on subject related to
polymer folding at a theoretical level, but did not make specific contacts with RNA. In
this manuscript I am going to develop only the aspects of my reasearch related to RNA,
omitting alltogether the content of my Ph.D. thesis and the work done as a post-doc. Some
information on the two topics can be found in the publications summary section.
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Preface
Over the years, I was brought to focus my research on RNA twice. A first time was
during my graduate studies at NYU, in Tamar Schlick’s lab, where I worked for two years.
During this time we developed a method to explore RNA structures and modularity us-
ing graphs. The novelty of our work was to introduce ”dual graphs“ to represent RNA
base-pairing networks, which allowed to consider both secondary structures and tertiary
interactions under the same formalism [1, 2]. My personal contribution was to envision
the dual graph representation and to develop quantitative tools for graph analysis and
comparison. RNA dual graphs have been able to shed light onto the modularity of RNA
structures. They have proven an insightful tool for capturing features of natural RNAs,
and over the last ten years they have been exploited extensively to survey existing and
missing RNA topologies [3, 4, 5] opening the doors to RNA de novo design [6, 7]. RNA
graphs have been also used as starting point to 3D structure prediction strategies [8].
The research for my Ph.D. dissertation was done back in the physics department, away
from Schlick’s lab, and so I left the RNA field for several years. I was given the chance to
recenter on RNA when I joined my current lab where I started developing a coarse-grained
force field for nucleic acids folding, ”twin“ of the already exsisting force field OPEP for
proteins [9]. Our model HiRE-RNA is an ab initio, top down, model, where nulcleobases are
represented with six or sevel spherical particles, and where potentials are designed to fold
RNAs to their native, experimental, configurations, without the use of constraints. With
HiRE-RNA we have been able to fold molecules up to 40/50 nucleotides [10], depending
on the complexity of the architecture, to assemble double helices with mismatched pairs
[11], and preliminary results suggest that we are able to fold larger systems (up to 80/100
nucleotides) using a few constraints. At present, while we continue ameliorating the force
field to treat larger and more complex systems, we also work at coupling the model with
experimental techniques in order to integrate all possible sources of information in folding
predictions. We are actively collaborating with experimentalists performing single molecule
pulling with optical tweezers, and with crystallographers on the transctiption regulation
factor 7SK, for which a lot biophysical and biochemical experimental structural data exsists
(SAXS, Cryo-EM, SHAPE, mutations...), but for whom the structure has not yet been
determined.
In what follows, in Chapter 1 I will introduce the problem of RNA folding, I will describe
the work on RNA graphs in Chapter 2, HiRE-RNA and the results obtained on structure
prediction in Chapter 3, and the future lines of work in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 1
The problem of RNA folding
Aside for the well known role of genetic information carrier (mRNA) and amino acid recuter
(tRNA), over the last 10-15 years it has been recognized that RNA plays a wide range of
roles in the cell [12, 13, 14]. As it is the case for proteins, the chemical and biological
properties of many RNAs, that ultimately determine their function, depend crucially on
the overall spatial conformation. This poses the problem of understanding RNA folding,
that is why and how a specific sequence adopts a specific tertiary structure. The question
is two-fold: on one hand one would like to be able to predict a structure once a sequence
is given, on the other, one would like to understand the di↵erent behavior of a molecule
when it is denaturated and folds back in vitro compared to the folding of a nascent RNA.
With the explosion of sequencing data, with most DNA being detected as “non-coding“,
therefore possibly containing the information to synthesize RNAs, structure prediction from
sequence is an urgent matter. High resolution experimental techniques for determining
three-dimensional structures, such as X-ray crystallography and NMR, are challenging as
it is shown by the small number of resolved structures in the Nucleic Acids Data Bank
(NDB) and by the scarcity of structures with substantially di↵erent architectures. Low-
resolution techniques, such as SAXS and Cryo-EM, allow for easier access to the raw data,
but require extensive modeling to propose a well-resolved structure.
1.1 Structures and architectures
Before entering the details of RNA folding predictions it is useful to outline the di↵erent
levels of complexity that are involved. RNA, just like DNA, benefits from sequence com-
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plementarity, with A pairing with U and G pairing with C. If we have strands with perfect
complementary sequences, the structure of the molecule is a perfect helix (for RNA an
A-form). In this case predicting the fold of the molecule is rather trivial as the charac-
teristics of the helix (rise, pitch, ...) are well known. But RNA sequences almost never
allow for base complementarity along the whole sequence. RNAs are most often single
stranded molecules that have sequences incompatible with the formation of long double
helices. Nonetheless they can have short portions of complementary sequences giving rise
to short helices separated by single stranded regions. Portion of the sequence close by tend
to form helices and give rise to hairpins, with a helical stem and a terminating loop of vari-
able size. Helices and single stranded regions arrange in space with the possible formation
of base pairs external to helices. Often these contacts exhibit non-canonical pairings, that
is base pairs other than AU or CG and involve all sides of the base [15].
If for proteins the definition of secondary and tertiary structure comes unambiguously
from side chain hydrogen bonds, for RNA the definition is more delicate because base
pairing occurs both at intermediate lengths scales with hairpins, and at large length scales
with bonds holding together already formed structures. We adopt the following definition:
two base pairs I   J, H   K, are called nested if I<H<K<J, unrelated if I<J<H<K, linked
if I<H<J<K. RNA secondary structure is a set of base pairs in which no two base pairs
are linked, that is, every base pair in a secondary structure is either nested or unrelated
[16]. If we represent secondary structures as graphs with nucleotides identified with nodes
and lines representing base pairs, this is equivalent to saying that secondary structures can
be represented by planar graphs in which no lines intersect (Figure 1.1). We can classify
basic secondary structures into single stranded regions, hairpins, bulge loops, mismatches,
internal loops, and junctions [17].
Nucleotides which are linked form tertiary interactions. Most tertiary interactions in-
volve non-canonical base pairing or backbone-backbone interaction. Some tertiary struc-
tures are adenosine platforms, triples, helices docking, metal-core motifs, ribose zippers.
Adenosine platforms and triples involve multiple base pairing, helix docking involve non-
canonical pairing as well as backbone-backbone or backbone-base interactions, ribose zip-
pers involve backbone-backbone interactions. Tertiary structures involving canonical pair-
ing are pseudoknots and kissing loops. Pseudoknots and loop-loop interactions tie together
single stranded regions.
The definition of tertiary structure adopted for RNA is clearly di↵erent from the definition
commonly used for proteins, where the term refers to the global organization of secondary
2
Figure 1.1: nested and linked secondary structures.
structure elements in space. For RNA we will refer to the three-dimensional global organi-
zation as to the architecture.
Early experiments on RNA melting showed that RNA unfolds in a series of discrete
steps corresponding to the breaking down of the folding process into localized regions of
the structure [18]. More recent analysis on large ribosomal molecules, show that RNA
has a rich modular structure [19, 20], finding supported also by numerous single molecule
pulling experiments [21, 22]. We can therefore think of an RNA molecule as possessing a
hierarchical structure in which the primary sequence determines the secondary structure
which in turn determines its tertiary folding. The three-dimensional architecture results
from the compaction of separate pre-existing and stable elements that form autonomous
entities. Exceptions to this general scheme exist, as it is the case for some complex archi-
tectures and pseudoknots, where melting of tertiary structures are not well separated form
melting of secondary structures [23]. Another key feature making RNA structure prediction
and analysis challenging, is the fact that RNA molecules can adopt dramatically di↵erent
conformations all of similar energetic stabilities. Some of these structures are indeed alter-
native conformations that the molecule can adopt in response to environmental conditions,
other are kinetic traps that can lead to the molecule degradation by regulating factors
[24, 25, 26]. Typically small RNA molecules reach their native state without being trapped
in misfolded structures, while long molecules are trapped more easily with increasing chain
length [27]. Despite what one could naively think based on base complementarity, the
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folding of RNA can not be considered fully as a hierarchical problem. Whether secondary
and tertiary structures can be treated separately depends on the molecule’s length and
structural complexity.
1.2 Computational challenges
With the recent access to massive computational resources and with the establishment
of reliable atomistic force fields, one could think that numerical studies of RNA folding
should not pose a problem. In the late ’90s the common belief was that if only a fraction
of the resources put in solving protein folding was put on RNA folding, the problem would
have been solved quickly [18]. Yet, fifteen years later, despite the increase of human and
computational resources, the question is still open.
The obvious approach of building an atomistic physical model and make use of simula-
tion tools proves particularly challenging, and in practice limits the studies to very small
molecules and short times [28, 29]. The main di culty comes from size of the molecule and
time of structure formation, as several di↵erent lengths scales are involved for both. When
RNA renature, stem-loops form in microseconds, while global architectures can take sec-
onds to minutes do develop. Even if we were able to simulate e ciently at the lowest time
scale, which is far from being the case with atomistic simulations, there would be several
orders of magnitude in time to look at for just one folding event, not to mention any statis-
tical analysis. Concerning size, even just at the level of secondary structure, molecules with
more than a dozen nucleotides have a multitude of possible states and base-pairing space is
quickly extremely large, with di↵erent structures separated by large energy barriers. Two
additional problems come from the high charge of the RNA backbone, giving rise to crucial
interactions with both solvent and ions in solution, and the intrinsic nature of hydrogen
bonding and stacking that would require quantum mechanical calculations for accurate
results [30]. All these limitations contribute to give force fields that are still far from being
as reliable as one would like them to be. AMBER, which among classical atomistic force
fields is the one that has been developed more carefully for nucleic acids, works well for
small helical structures, but for admission of its own developers, fails in the study of RNA
single stranded molecules, as the configurational changes involved go beyond the testing
ground of its parameters [31].
Given the limitations of atomistic models, simplified nucleic acid models have been
developed to address the question of three-dimensional structure predictions. Di↵erent
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Ab initio RNA models
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Figure 1.2: Some of the di↵erent representations adopted by ab initio coarse-grained models for
both RNA and DNA. In the absence of a specific name for the model, the name of the principal
author is indicated.
strategies have been applied to di↵erent problems and can be loosely organized into three
categories [32]: knowledge-based homology models, hybrid methods, and coarse-grained ab
initio. As it is the case for proteins, when the question is that of determining a 3D con-
figuration with the best possible accuracy, homology models based on sequence similarity
perform well, provided one can find an already resolved structure that serves as template
[33, 34]. This is rarely the case for single stranded RNA.
The hybrid category comprise a large variety of methods, going from fragment reconstruc-
tions [35, 36] to models strongly relying on secondary structure prediction algorithms and
3D sca↵olds extracted from the NDB [37]. Among the limiting factors are the focus on
local structures only, missing tertiary interactions, and the small set of structures available
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in the NDB to be used as templates. In general these methods are good in predicting
local structures, but have their weakness in the prediction of overall complex architectures,
unless experimental additional constraints on the tertiary structure are known.
Coarse-grained ab initio models try to capture the physics of the system, and aim at predict-
ing equilibrium structures as well as folding intermediates and energy landscapes. Atoms
are grouped in particles constituting the elementary objects of the model, and a set of forces
are defined to generate a dynamic. Among ab initio methods we can make the distinction
between models based on an atomistic representation that integrate the underlying degrees
of freedom (bottom-up potentials) [38, 39], and those that, with varying extent, make use
of experimental data to assign parameters of an e↵ective potential [40, 41, 42] or to derive
statistical potentials (top-down) [43, 44] (Figure 1.2). Our HiRE-RNA model falls into this
last cathegory.
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Chapter 2
Exploring RNA topologies
Before entering the details of RNA structure prediction, we are going to present here
the results of the work on RNA secondary structure motifs. At it is done for proteins,
one would like to understand what are the possible distinct structural motifs for RNA
folds. Knowledge of the secondary structure organizations of the existing RNA molecules
gives interesting insights concerning possible three-dimensional structures. Thanks to the
presence of base pairing, the obvious starting point to characterize the global organization
of the molecule is the secondary structure. To define secondary structure motifs, we need to
leave sequence space, where the basic elements are the single nucleotides, for a description
focusing on helices and single stranded regions. The relative organization of helices and
single stranded regions is what we call the topology of the molecule. The topology describes
the organization of the components of the secondary structure, plus, eventually tertiary
interactions, without yet giving a three-dimensional description of the system. This is the
equivalent of classifications such as CATH and SCOP for proteins (↵-protein, globular,
beta barrel, ...).
To give a systematic description of the existing RNA motifs, we developed an approach
based on graph theory, where the secondary structure is represented as a graph, and the
motifs are characterized by di↵erent graph properties [1, 2]. The graph theory framework
allows for an estimation of the size of RNA’s structural repertoire. A survey of public
databases to determine existing and missing motifs highlighted the common features of
the motifs found in the NDB and suggested motifs that are good candidates for existing
molecules and that might be the target of de novo RNA design. Also, such analysis showed
the modularity of existing molecules, where the same secondary structure motif can be
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found alone, in a small molecule, or as part of a larger molecule, independently of sequence
homology. As the RNA 4-letters alphabeth is highly degenerate, the organization in motifs
can constitute an important cracking-code to understand the relation between sequence,
three-dimensional structure, and ultimately, function.
2.1 RNA graphs
To enumerate all possible topologies, we represent RNA secondary structures schematically
as planar graphs, that is a network of vertices connected by lines where no two lines cross.
We use tree graphs to represent secondary structures (trees), and dual graphs to represent
all base-pairs networks, including in the description also tertiary contacts and allowing to
consider under the same formalism simple RNAs and pseudoknots.
Once the secondary structure and the tertiary contacts of the molecule are known, from
experimentally resolved structures, from phylogenetical analysis, or predicted from algo-
rithms, we can give a set of rules to unambiguously translate it into a planar graph. Tree
graphs are intuitive and with di↵erent possible definitions relative to secondary structure,
we find them in the literature also prior to our work. Our main contribution consisted in
introducing dual graphs, a planar graph representation applicable to pseudoknots and to
other tertiary contacts [1]. In dual graphs the role of vertices and edges defined for tree
graphs are inverted. In tree graphs a stem is represented as a line, reflecting the presence
of an extended object, and single stranded regions are shrunk down to vertices connecting
stems together, in dual graphs a stem is shrank to a vertex and single stranded regions are
the extended objects described by edges.
Tree graphs (to represent trees only)
• An RNA double-helical stem is considered an edge. We define an RNA stem to have
two or more complementary base pairs.
• A nucleotide bulge, hairpin loop or internal loop is considered a vertex when there is
more than one unmatched nucleotide or non-complementary base pair. GU wobble
base pairs are considered complementary.
• An RNA junction is a vertex.
• The 3’ and 5’ ends of a helical stem are considered a vertex.
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Figure 2.1: Left: secondary structures, tree and dual graph representations for three molecules.
Right: dual graph representation of pseudoknots.
Dual graphs (to represent trees, pseudoknots and other complex structures)
• A vertex represents a double-stranded helical stem.
• An edge represents a single strand that may occur in segments connecting stems.
• No representation is required for the 3’ and 5’ ends of the molecule.
Given there are always four strands coming in and out of a stem, the maximum number
of incident edges at any vertex is four. Vertices can have 2 or 3 incident edges if they are
next to the ends of the molecule. This implies a total of 2V-1 edges for any V-vertex RNA
dual graph. These rules for double-helical stems can be generalized to allow enumeration
of RNAs with triple or quadruple helices.
2.2 Graphs survey
The representation of RNAs as graphs provides a systematic framework to search for similar
motifs through the concept of graph isomorphism. Isomorphic graphs share the same
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pattern of connectivity among all vertices. The computational complexity of identifying
two structurally equivalent graphs with V vertices is of the order V ! and it is known as the
’graph isomorphism problem’ [45, 46]. To compare two graphs one would have to look at
all possible vertices labeling and compare the matrices representing the graph connectivity
term by term. The problem can be simplified by looking at topological descriptors such as
the eigenvalues of the connectivity matrix [47], or other invariants built for the purpose [2].
Isomorphic graphs have the same set of invariants. We associate each graph or subgraph
with one or more topological invariants, which are computed based on the patterns of
connectivity among graph vertices. Using the Laplacian eigenvalues as descriptors a web
server of existing and possible RNA dual graphs is now available [48].
Graph enumeration
While for trees it is possible to enumerate explicitly all possible graphs of a given number
of vertices, for dual graphs probabilistic graph-growing techniques are used. Sets of distinct
graphs represent libraries of theoretically possible RNA topologies, which include naturally
occurring and hypothetical RNA motifs.
The number of possible RNA tree graphs for a given number of vertices can be de-
termined using Harry-Prins theorem for unlabeled graphs (trees with equivalent vertices)
[49]. Enumeration of unlabeled trees considers the number of non-isomorphic graphs. The
number of possible graphs are the coe cients of the counting polynomial for which the first
few terms are:
t(x) = x+x2+x3+2x4+3x5+6x6+11x7+28x8+47x9+106x10+235x11+551x12+... (2.1)
Based on this result we can estimate the number of distinct secondary motifs of a given
RNA size. Since a tree edge roughly corresponds to 20 nt (the average size of a stem is
10 base pairs), a tree with six vertices, 100 nt on average, has six possible motifs, whereas
an 11-vertex, or 200 nt, has 235 possible motifs. For an RNA sequence of length N , the
sequence space size is 4N , or 420V . Clearly, the RNA topology space is vastly smaller than
sequence space because many sequences can fold to the same topology. Using motifs rather
than sequences constitutes an advantage in the analysis of existing molecules and in the
search for novel RNAs.
The enumeration formula provides a theoretical bound on the number of possible RNA
topologies for our representation. To determine how many of these topologies are found
10
Figure 2.2: Existing and missing dual graphs of up to 4 vertices. Missing topologies are in black,
tree structures in blue, bridges in green, and pseudoknots in red.
in natural RNAs, we surveyed existing RNA structures in public databases and in the
literature. Tree motifs corresponding to real RNAs have a moderate degree of branching.
The average number of edges emanating from one vertex is between three and four, and
high-order junctions are found only in large ribosomal RNAs. The advantages of moderate
branching, promoting tertiary interactions between secondary elements, help explaining the
absence of long linear-chain topologies, while the scarcity of high-order junctions may find
its reasons in the unfavorable energetics due to geometric or steric factors.
The enumeration of dual graphs simultaneously yields tree, pseudoknots and other
possible topological motifs, with graphs involving a single edge connector that we call
bridges. Bridges are biologically important since they suggest the existence of independent
compact RNA submotifs. A bridge can can also be a pseudoknot if it contains a pseudoknot
as a subgraph. Figure 2.2 shows all possible dual graphs up to V=4. Colored graphs
correspond to existing motifs, while those in black are possible motifs not found among
existing molecules. As V increases, the number of “missing“ motifs quickly overcomes the
number of experimentally determined motifs.
To describe the range of topological characteristics prevalent in natural RNAs, we per-
formed a clustering analysis with dual graphs. We define a simple topological characteri-
zation using the number of vertices V and the number of ”exterior loops“ T . The relation
T/V  1, valid for any dual RNA graph, defines the range in which RNA topologies can be
found. Figure 2.3 shows a range of T/V combinations with filled elements corresponding
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Figure 2.3: Existing and missing graphs.
to existing RNAs. For RNAs in 5  V  32, we find that the T and V values lie in a
narrow range, indicating that natural RNAs tend to have moderate branching. Within
the observed range of T and V , there are still many topologies with no RNA representa-
tives. These topologies may constitute possible nature-like RNA structures and could be
the target of novel, designed, RNAs.
RNA modularity
Structural similarity can occur when substructures share a common evolutionary origin.
A known example is the occurrence of small snoRNA motifs within the larger hTR RNA
structure, indicating a functional relation between these RNAs [50]. To systematically ex-
plore the modularity of RNA structures, we search for small secondary structures motifs
within larger topologies using dual graphs. Previous secondary-structure comparison algo-
rithms had focused exclusively on tree structures due to the lack of a simple representation
of more complex topologies [51] The challenge is to identify a graph as a subgraph of a
larger graph, that is to identify two isomorphic graphs or subgraphs. As explained above,
this is done using topological invariants.
In a first study, we have searched selected probes of small RNA motifs of less then 100
nt, within larger targets including ribosomal RNA subunits. In a second study we searched
for the presence of the two cornerstone motifs of the simple pseudoknot and of the kissing
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Figure 2.4: Modularity of pseudoknots. Left: simple pseudoknot motif; right: kissing loops
motif. Matched motif are darkened.
loops within larger pseudoknotted topologies (figure 2.4). In all the matches found, global
sequence similarity is low, indicating that motifs are much better conserved than sequences.
We identify 10 pseudoknots pairs that have the same motif and matching sequences. Only
two of them were known to be functionally related, while a possible relation for the other
eight pairs was not previously known.
To assess the link between topological motifs and function it is important to show that
novel topological matches can lead to similar three-dimensional structures. For this purpose
we looked at ribosomal RNA for which structures were known via X-ray christallography.
Within the large structures of 16S and 23S rRNA we found several topological matches with
the small 5S rRNA motif (figure 2.5) All motifs share the same overall L-shape, typical of 5S
rRNA. Structural backbone overlaps of the 5S structure and the corresponding 16S module
show similar structural features, while the match with 23S is more distorted. These studies
show that indeed topological matches can lead to significant three-dimensional structural
13
Figure 2.5: 3D correspondence of topological matches for ribosomal RNAs.
similarities that are more pronounced when the overall length of the sequences and the
repartition in stems and single stranded regions is similar.
14
Chapter 3
Coarse-grained folding
This chapter concerns the recent original work on RNA structure prediction. I will present
the basic framework of the three subsequent versions of the model we developed over the
course of the past five years.
As we have seen in the brief review of structure prediction strategies of Chapter 1,
reducing the number of degrees of freedom is one way to accelerate conformational sampling
and convergence that allows to address the large changes of a sizable molecule undergoing
folding. Our aim is to design a coarse-grained model which preserves su cient resolution of
the wide variety of RNA structures and reflects the underlying physics, avoiding the use of
structural constraints which would prevent a free exploration of all possible conformations.
For this task we need to decide what are the relevant degrees of freedom for the system
and establish the force field governing their interactions.
We adopted the strategy of a top down model in which the functional form of forces
is decided a priori and parameters are optimized using experimental data (structures from
the NDB, melting temperatures, comparison of dynamic properties of coarse-grained and
all-atom explicit solvent simulations, ...). While keeping the same coarse-grained parti-
cles, our force field has evolved significantly over time. The aim of the first version was
to show that our approach was reasonable and that we were able to follow the dynamical
evolution of relatively small molecules of simple topologies, and to characterize their folds.
Some minor changes were introduced in the second version where we showed that we could
assemble RNA and DNA double helices starting from single strands, obtaining thermody-
namic results on melting temperatures in good agreement with well established melting
temperature estimators. The most recent version introduces important changes in the two
15
Figure 3.1: Our coarse-grained representation for a guanine superposed on an all-atom
representation.
major forces contributing to folding, i.e. base-pairing and stacking, allowing the possibility
of multiple base pairs to form triple helices and quadruplexes. To complement the model,
we have also developed a reconstruction algorithm which allows us to go back to atomistic
resolution, and a genetic algorithm to optimize the energetic parameters on a large set of
known structures.
3.1 HiRE-RNA 1, 2, 3
In our o↵-lattice HiRE-RNA model, each nucleotide is represented by six to seven beads
(Fig. 1): one bead for the phosphate - P -, four beads for the sugar - O5’, C5’, C4’, C1’-
one bead for the pyrimidine bases (B1 = C1 and U1) and two beads for the purine bases
(B1 = G1 or A1, B2 = G2 or A2). The positions of the B1 and B2 beads coincide with the
centers of mass of nonhydrogen atoms in the all-atom rings. The OH group specific to RNA
is not treated explicitly and the sugar pucker is not modeled. Using this representation
the number of particles is reduced to 30% of the fully atomistic structure, and three of the
seven torsional angles are conserved: ↵,   and  . The interaction of the particles in the
system is given by the sum of several bonded and non-bonded terms:
E = Elocal + ENB + EEl + EBP (3.1)
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where local interactions are described by standard harmonic and sinusoidal terms, EBP is
the energy term for base-pairing, EEl is the electrostatic term between the phosphates, and
ENB is the non-specific interaction term of non-bonded particles.
Version 1
The original version of the force field [10] is close in spirit to the protein force field OPEP,
also developed at our lab [52, 53]. Electrostatics is treated by a simple power law repulsion
between phosphates, non-bonded interactions are governed by a modified Lennard-Jones
potential, and three separate terms contribute to hydrogen bonds.
Lennard-Jones potential is modified to mimic some of the excluded volume and screening
e↵ect that get lost in coarse-graining. We adopt a potential that has a repulsive power-law
at short distances, an exponential tail at large distances to account for an extra screening
given by the “missing” particles, a narrower well varying with the equilibrium distance,
to account for the fact that particles which are far away in nucleotide sequence need to
have less stringent wells than those in consecutive nucleotides since their relative positions
are not so rigidly imposed by short-range interactions. This term enables us to model the
excluded volume between all particles, the hydrophobic character of the bases, the short-
ranged base stacking interactions.
Base pairing is modelled by hydrogen bonding interactions consisting of two-body (EHB2),
three-body (EHB3), and four-body (EHB4) terms. EHB2 takes into account both the dis-
tance between the bases and the angles formed between the two binding beads and the
beads immediately before. Both equilibrium distances and angles, as well as the strength
of the interaction depend on the identities of the bases forming the bond. The three-
body potential EHB3 introduces a bifurcation barrier inhibiting the formation of multiple
H-bonds involving a single base. It arises between any three particles that satisfy the
distance constraints for hydrogen bond formation. Four-body term EHB4 express the co-
operative energies between two hydrogen bonds formed by subsequent nucleotides. All
equilibrium geometrical parameters were initially derived from a statistical study of 220
structures in the NDB and subsequently refined through the analysis of long MD simula-
tions for a PolyA molecule of 15 nucleotides, starting from a disordered state. This study
allowed us to calibrate the parameters as to reproduce the natural helicity of the RNA
backbone.
We applied HiRE-RNA to two benchmark structures characterized by NMR spec-
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Figure 3.2: 2-body, 3-body and 4-body terms of base-pairing. The general scheme (left) is
the same adopted in version 1 and 2, while formulas on the right are those of version 2.
troscopy. The first structure was a 22-nucleotide hairpin composed of a GAAA tetraloop
and a helix of 9 base pairs [54]. This molecule has the simplest, most regular secondary
structure. It had already been the object of studies based on coarse-grained models di-
rected at unveiling the general features of RNA folding [42, 55]. The second structure
is a 36-nucleotide double stem hairpin from HIV-1 Psi-RNA Stem-Loop SL1 [56]. It is
composed of two stems separated by a bulge and a terminating loop. For each RNA we
generated molecular dynamics (MD) and replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD)
trajectories from a completely unfolded state and during the course of the simulations we
monitored the number of native base pairs and the backbone rmsd from the experimental
structure. We were able to predict the correct experimental structure for the 22 nucleotide
hairpin with an rmsd of 1.9 Å, and to obtain the native-like structure as one of the few
possible conformations for the 36 nucleotide system (rmsd of 4.6Å). With MD simulations
from unfolded states, we could study the details of hydrogen-bond network formation and
found a folding mechanism (Hook-Slide-Lock) common to both molecules. This mecha-
nism is characterized first by the formation of hooks at the 50 and 30 ends, followed by a
progressive slide of the ends toward each other with a final lock when the 50 end and the
30 end form their pairing, and the subsequent rearrangement of the backbone to form the
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regular helical shape.
Version 2
Leaving unaltered the local and non-boded terms of the original force field, in the second
version of the model [11], we introduced some modifications to the hydrogen-bond terms
and also derived parameters for the study DNA molecules.
In the original version of the force field, the distance component of the 2-body term was
a 5-10 Lennard-Jones interaction. This interaction grows spherically around the interacting
bead (as opposed to being confined on an hypothetical H-bond plane) interfering at times
with the stacking of successive base pairs. We therefore removed the repulsive core from
the 2-body term of the hydrogen interaction and made it exclusively attractive also in
consideration of the fact that a generic hard core repulsion already governs the excluded
volume of all particles. The distance contribution of the 2-body term takes now the simple
form of an inverted Gaussian.
A second change we introduced was in the 4-body term. In the original version of
HiRE-RNA, cooperative e↵ects were calculated only for pairs of successive bases along the
sequence. In real systems, it happens however that two base pairs are stacked on top of each
other and therefore have a cooperative stabilization e↵ect, even if they are not subsequent
along the chain. This is typical of junctions where two helices can be perfectly stacked on
top of each other to the point of forming a seemingly continuous helix like in tRNAs and
in many other large RNA molecules [57]. We therefore modified EHB4 to keep into account
only the geometric placement of the two base pairs with respect to each other, and not
their sequentiality.
Concerning DNA, in our model there is no intrinsic distinction between ribose or de-
oxyribose given we represent the sugar with only one bead. At this level, the only changes
needed to study DNA molecules are the equilibrium values of the geometric parameters
governing angles and torsions, which di↵er from RNA, and the relative values of the en-
ergy of base pairings to keep into account that DNA couples almost exclusively through
Watson-Crick G·C and A·T.
Version 2 was employed to study the assembly of double helices from single strands. The
molecules considered were similar in size to the one previously studied, and included two
RNA duplexes of 32nt and 36nt, both containing non-canonical pairs, and one DNA duplex
of 24 nt. For each molecule we performed Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamic simulations
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Figure 3.3: Specific heat curve of the 32nt duplex showing the dominant clusters at low and
high temperatures (left); sequence and base-pairings for the 4 duplexes analyzed (right).
and determined the specific heat curve from which we could observe the thermodynamical
transition of assembly/dissociation of the duplex (figure 3.3 left). At each temperature
we performed a cluster analysis of structures to determine the most populated configura-
tions. Combining these two analysis allowed us to draw the full picture of the molecule
behavior at various temperatures. All systems exhibit a single melting transition with no
hints of the possible presence of two folded hairpins. Below the melting temperature the
native duplex structure is dominant, while above it the two strands are fully unfolded and
behave independently. Comparing our melting temperature results with experiments or
well established melting temperature predictors allowed us to establish an energy scale for
our model. Our computed melting temperatures were in good qualitative agreement with
those calculated by the algorithm HyTher [58, 59], used also in the parameterization of
other coarse-grained models [40]. We obtained the correct ranking of the di↵erent systems
as well as proportionate temperature gaps between them.
Our model proved sensitive enough to pick up the di↵erent nature of two duplexes of
identical composition in which the sequences di↵ered for the interchange of two nucleotides,
named 433D and 433Dsym (figure 3.4 right). As expected, the melting temperatures of
these systems can’t be resolved beyond the measure’s uncertainties, but the analysis of the
free energy profile (PMF) shows two di↵erent transitions from helix to single strands. Our
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the PMFs of the duplexes with identical composition and almost
identical sequence. The PMF is computed with respect to the native rmsd and to the
number of paired bases at di↵erent temperatures close to melting temperature. At high
temperatures a second basin appears, corresponding to unfolded structures. For image
clarity it is not shown here.
results are in qualitative agreement with experimental findings suggesting that one of the
two molecules should exhibit a slightly higher stability.
Version 3
To this point our nucleic acids model had proven successful on simple structures such as
hairpins and short double helices, but to treat larger and more complex molecules some
features needed to be reconsidered. Several points are of crucial importance and are the
focus of our current research.
A first issue is that of a better treatment of electrostatics given that nucleic acids are
highly charged molecules. Ions around the molecule play an important role in stabilizing
particular structures and in the thermodynamic behavior of the molecule. Despite many
studies, their specific role is not yet completely elucidated, but it is clear that three phe-
nomena are involved: ion screening at long distance, ion condensation around the molecule,
and structural ions fixating at specific sites [60]. Coarse-grained models most successful in
predicting RNA structures consider ion screening through a Debye-Huckel potential for the
electrostatic interactions between phosphate groups. In the most recent version of HiRE-
RNA we are also introducing a Debye-Huckel interaction. To this purpose we need to
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Figure 3.5: Whole set of possible base-pairs (left); taking into account these interactions
we can now model both base triplets and quadruplex (right).
define an appropriate screening length as a new parameter in the force field that accounts
for di↵erent ionic conditions.
A second major issue is that of non-canonical interactions that are crucial in stabilizing
single stranded RNA molecules of complex architectures. These interactions, though rare,
appear ubiquitously in regulatory RNAs: G-quadruplexes, riboswitches, triple and quadru-
ple helices all involve base-parings on sides other than Watson-Creek, allowing for the
formation of simultaneous multiple hydrogen bonds of one base on its three sides (Watson-
Creek, Hoogsteen, Sugar). Our latest model allows for the possibility of bases to interact
on all sides, giving rise to about 30 di↵erent possible pairs-combinations, each one with its
specific geometry and strength (figure 3.5).
Lastly, as done also by other coarse-grained models [38, 40], we are introducing the
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concept of plane of the base which allows us to define a proper stacking term and to better
control hydrogen bond formation. Given that now base pairs have a more specific geometry,
the bifurcation barrier is redundant and it is removed from the model. This makes the
extension of base paring on the three sides of the base feasible. With the definition of an
explicit stacking term we can also simplify the non-bonded interaction term and reduce it
to a pure repulsive, excluded-volume contribution. In fact, its original role was to take into
account the hydrophobicity of bases, which is no longer needed when bases can exclude one
another from the solvent by stacking.
The new force field consists then of a local energy term, excluded volume, ionic screening
electrostatics, a stacking interaction depending on base position an orientation, and a multi-
minima base pairing accounting for both canonical and non-canonical interactions on the
three sides of the base, and also for the co-planarity of the interacting bases. Preliminary
results show that, with these important modifications we are now able to reproduce complex
RNA architectures such as pseudoknots involving triple helices and kissing hairpins. As a
benchmark we have looked at three pseudoknots of di↵erent sizes and complexity: a simple
pseudoknot of 22 nt, a triple-helix pseudoknot of 49 nt, and a riboswitch of 79 nt forming
a kissing loop. For the smaller molecule, for which we are able to sample extensively the
phase space with various techniques, we recover the native pseudoknotted structure from a
completely unfolded configuration and we observe also an equilibrium with the alternative
hairpin structure. With REMD we are able to fold the mid-size molecule and recover the
general topology even though not necessarily the exact hydrogen bond native network.
The large molecule is still too big to be folded only with the knowledge of the sequence as
the combinatorial of the possible base pairing increases dramatically with sequence length.
We have therefore implemented the possibility of including base-pairing constraints during
folding. Imposing a few secondary structure constraints, we were able to fold this molecule
to the native topology and to recover the kissing hairpin configuration.
3.2 Back to full atoms
No matter the model considered, when adopting a coarse-grained approach there is always
a level of detail that is lost. We have developed a reconstruction algorithm to convert
coarse-grained structures back to full atomistic details and gain back a description suitable
for comparison with experiments and rich in biologically interesting details. This conversion
is easily feasible in our model thanks to the high level of resolution we adopt and because
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the nucleotides are relatively rigid objects: such reconstruction would not have been so
successful had we adopted a more reduced model of 2 or 3 beads only. Even though in
principle there are an infinite number of solution for this inverse problem, in practice, in
our case, we find little ambiguity.
Reconstruction procedure
The nucleobase being relatively rigid fragments, the full atomic configurations of an RNA
molecule can be well described with a small number of internal coordinates, involving
mostly the phosphate and sugar moieties[61]. Most of this information is preserved in
HiRE-RNA’s representation. To obtain a highly accurate reconstruction, we performed
a statistical analysis on the RNA structures present in the NDB, and determined which
internal coordinates explicitly represented in our model most strongly correlate with the
missing degrees of freedom. Using this information, we are able to reconstruct high-quality
all-atom structures of RNAs from the corresponding coarse-grained representation.
Using the RNA conformers data presented in the literature [61], we selected a number of
prototypes, expressed in internal coordinates, representing the most common motifs present
in RNA (helix, loop and turn). Given the bond lengths, angles and torsions of a coarse
grained nucleobase we can choose the best suitable atomistic prototypes, and convert the
internal coordinates into atoms positions [62]. This procedure is repeated for each residue.
The overall scheme is particularly e cient given it uses neither a fragment search nor an
optimization procedure[63, 64].
Atomistic simulations
With this algorithm at our disposal, we reconstructed the folded duplex systems obtained
from REMD and compared atomistic simulations performed with these structures as initial
configurations with simulation starting from experimental structures. All three sets of
simulations, one for each duplex considered, exhibit a very similar behavior when starting
from the experimental structure and from the reconstructed structure. In a simulation time
of 20ns we observe possible local rearrangements of the bases that can slightly bend and/or
rotate about their plane and about the backbone, and no significant qualitative di↵erence
in neither the time evolution of the rmsd nor in the number of hydrogen bonds. The overall
shape of the molecule does not change significantly even though the number of hydrogen
bonds between bases formed at a specific instant has large fluctuations. RNA duplexes
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show more variability than the DNA duplex for both sets of simulations. For each set
of simulations, the most populated clusters correspond well, showing that the population
distributions obtained from reconstructed structures and from experimental structures are
equivalent during simulation (figure 3.8). This is also supported by groove analysis, where
we found that grooves behave in a similar fashion in both simulations.
We were therefore able to show that atomistic simulations starting from experimental
structures or from structures reconstructed from coarse-grained molecules are substantially
equivalent. For molecules for which an experimental structure is not known, this validates
the possibility to use a coarse-grained representation and to run (RE)MD simulations from
an arbitrary configuration to obtain an equilibrium structure, and then, after reconstruc-
tion, use the power of atomistic simulations to investigate all details, once the heavy duty
of folding or assembly has been carried out by the coarse-grained model.
3.3 Optimization
Our model contains many parameters that we can class either as geometric or as energetic.
Geometric parameters define the equilibrium values of all bonded interactions, hydrogen
bonds and stacking, and give characteristic lengths for excluded volumes and electrostatics.
Their values have been determined by the statistical analysis of some 200 structures of small
RNAs in the NDB. They are the same for all versions of the model. Energetic parameters
give the strength of the interactions between particles. They have a global influence on
the system’s behavior, favoring low energy structures. At first these parameters were
determined manually looking at the simulations of a few benchmark systems, then, in
version 3, they were determined through a systematic optimization. The only energetic
parameters we have not optimized are the relative weights of base-parings as we have
chosen to give each interaction a weight proportional to the number of actual hydrogen
bonds formed in the pair (refer to figure 3.5).
As it was the case for the protein force field OPEP, we made use of a genetic algo-
rithm to find the parameters that better distinguished energetically native structures from
decoys [52]. For each structure of a training set we generated 20 decoys including low
energy and high energy structures. Low energy decoys were chosen to evenly cover four
possible scenarios of high or low RMDS and high or low hydrogen bond similarity with
respect to the native structure, in the goal of covering extensively the di↵erent possible
conformations adopted by a given sequence. The algorithm mimics an evolutionary pro-
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cess in which vectors containing the energetic parameters undergo mutations and swapping
to obtain a combination of parameters that maximizes the energy di↵erence between the
native structures and all decoys.
To optimize with a genetic algorithm the choice of training set is also important. Since
our goal is to have a model that is able to follow a molecule’s large conformational changes,
we want to have parameters that allow for substantially di↵erent structures and that are
not biased toward some specific conformations. In particular, for RNA, the risk is to have
parameter sets highly favoring helices, given that helices are by far the most common
structural element in the NDB. To avoid this problem, we used the concepts of secondary
structure topology, well captured by RNA dual graphs, to build a training set rich in dif-
ferent structures. Using the RNA graphs database RAG [47], we have chosen an equal
number of representative structures for each populated topology to be part of our training
set. Parameters obtained with this procedure were then tested through long MD simula-
tions on systems of various sizes and showed a significant improvement over the previous
parameters calibrated by hand.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic representation of the energy terms entering version 3 of the force
field.
Figure 3.7: Predicted structure of the 22nt pseudoknot (left-top), simulated tempering
simulations show the presence of an alternative hairpin structure competing with the pseu-
doknot (left-bottom); predicted structure of a 79nt riboswitch structure using 4 constraints
in red in the figure.
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Figure 3.8: Cluster comparisons between the simulations from experimental starting con-
figuration and from reconstructed equilibrium structure from REMD (red) for the three
duplex systems. The percentage on top of each cluster indicates relative cluster population
and the arrow between a black and a red cluster indicates the rmsd between corresponding
clusters in the two types of simulations, measured from the cluster centers.
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Chapter 4
Perspectives
After five years of intense work, HiRE-RNA is now a robust force-field well suited to the
study of RNA molecules of small to medium size. The most recent changes capture the
intimate nature of base-base interactions and go beyond what has been done by most nucleic
acids coarse-grained models. This puts us in the unique position of addressing RNA folding
of systems of real biological interests capturing the features specific of non-canonical folding
that are found ubiquitously in molecules of complex architectures. The ability of our model
to study folding with no conformational biases allow us not only to address the question of
predicting the most stable structure, but also to study the interconversion between di↵erent
configurations and their dependence on environmental conditions. Thanks to the enhanced
sampling power of coarse-grained models, we are able to study free energy landscapes much
more e ciently than atomistic simulations.
Recently, we have started collaborating with experimentalists to put HiRE-RNA to
contribution. In one project we are reproducing single molecule pulling experiments per-
formed by the team of U. Bockelmann (Laboratoire Gulliver, ESPCI) in the attempt to
understand the di↵erent responses of RNA and DNA molecules under an external force.
Two systems of RNA and DNA hairpins with corresponding sequences were studied exper-
imentally. Interestingly the equivalent DNA and RNA molecules exhibit di↵erent response
curves. Thanks to the possibility of using HiRE-RNA for both RNA and DNA, we are
reproducing the pulling curves in simulations and analyzing the details that could account
for the discrepancies.
In a second collaboration with experimentalists at ENS we are developing techniques to
incorporate experimental data to guide our simulations. The team of A-C Dock-Bregeon
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has been study extensively the transcription regulatory RNA 7SK by many experimental
techniques (X-ray, SAXS, Cryo-EM, biochemichal footprinting) and many questions are
open regarding the secondary and tertiary structure of this molecule [65]. Simulations with
HiRE-RNA will provide models to test the compatibility of the various data collected thus
far in the attempt of generating a refined 3D structure.
For the future there are two lines of research we’d like to pursue: coupling our predictions
capabilities with experimental techniques and study RNA in its environment.
4.1 Coupling with experiments
As experimental data on RNA structures and RNA/Protein complexes become available,
the need for generating all-atom models of high quality increases as well. Some algorithms
are available but they are far from being optimized. With our model and enhanced confor-
mational sampling tools, which can also be interactive, it is possible to explore the ensemble
of possible states of RNA molecules and propose models compatible with di↵erent exper-
imental evidence. Experimental evidence on RNA structures can come from both high
resolution (NMR, Xray christallography) and low resolution experiments (SAXS, SANS,
electron microscopy, optical tweezers). HiRE-RNA can give important contributions in
several experimental areas:
NMR with few resonance signals
High resolution methods have the capability of fully determining an atomistic structure and
it is by these methods that the structures we now know have been determined. At first,
NMR gives partial information on the structure in the form of spatial proximity of parts
of the molecule. This kind of data is non exploitable alone, but it can be used as a set of
constraints in a model that can perform molecular folding. We plan to develop a suitable
protocol to impose NMR-like constraints in our model and to perform molecular dynamics
as well as enhanced sampling molecular dynamics to study the impact of constraints on
our ability to correctly predict folds. Discussions with experimentalists at the University
of Paris 5 are already in place to pursue this project.
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SAXS intensity curves
Low resolution experimental methods have the ability to study large systems in solution, but
provide only indirect evidence of the subjacent structures and need models to reconstruct
a fully atomistic structure compatible with the experimental signal. Some algorithms are
available to fit these data but they are far from being optimized (the widely used GASBOR,
for example, represents the molecule as an ensemble of disconnected balls)[66]. We plan
to exploit HiRE-RNA’s ability to extensively explore configurational space to generate en-
sembles of structures such as those that can be found in a sample-based SAXS experiment,
where experimental data comes from averaging over many possible spatial configurations
and over time. From simulation structures we can analitically compute scattering curves
and compare them with experimental curves, determining what structures are most com-
patible with experiments. Computing the theoretical scattering curve directly from the
coarse-grained model, will give us the ability to generate curves ”on the fly” during our
simulation. Such an approach will enable us to guide the simulation toward the experi-
mental data, generating structures converging to data-compatible conformations, and not
only to study the structures a posteriori.
Optical tweezers
A di↵erent set of experiments giving indirect information on the molecular structure are
single molecule pulling experiments performed with optical tweezers. These experiments
are performed in a setup very easily resproducible in our simulations. With our model
we can apply external forces to the molecule, and both the kind of force used as well as
the experimental pulling protocol can be accurately mimicked. Forces can be imposed
using a preset protocol that can be integrated as part of the simulation code, or can
be imposed interactively via a mechanical arm interfaced to the simulation code and the
visualization tools (like it would be in a videogame). We plan to explore the ability of
HiRE-RNA to reproduce experimental pulling curves at first, and then to use it to study
the detailed mechanisms involved in the behavior of specific molecules. A collaboration with
experimentalists at ESPCI is already in place to reproduce results of pulling experiments
on RNA and DNA hairpins to shed light on the di↵erent behaviors observed for RNAs and
DNAs with the same sequence.
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Cryo EM
Virtual reality simulations are one of the main research topic of our lab [67, 68] and it is now
possible to perform interactive simulations of nucleic acids using HiRE-RNA as force field.
User-guided interactive simulations can be used to predict RNA structures compatible with
cryo electron microscopy data, where the electron envelope of the molecule is observed at
low resolution. Similar approaches have been proven successful thanks to the fact that they
exploit the expertise of the user, but they have been limited by the lack of an adequate
RNA model able to accommodate for large conformational changes. We plan to collaborate
with experimentalists working in the field of RNA Cryo EM to develop suitable algorithms
and protocols to determine structures from experimental data using both interactive and
non interactive simulations.
4.2 Folding and environment
With a reliable model at our disposal we would like to start addressing some fundamental
biological questions common to all RNA molecules.
In vitro vs. in vivo folding
It is found experimentally that RNA can adopt several biologically active conformations,
and that the biologically active conformation may not be the thermodynamically favored
state. Moreover RNA molecules can be trapped in inactive conformations during folding,
leading to subsequent degradation [69]. The dependence of RNA equilibrium structures on
the mechanism producing the molecule is an aspect completely unique to RNA folding and
di↵ers from the folding mechanism of a protein, for which the biologically active state is
usually the most stable state. With our model we plan to address the question of folding in
vivo versus folding in vitro. When the molecule folds in vivo it folds a little bit at the time
while it is being synthesized by the polymerase. How it folds can depend on the speed at
which it is produced. We can mimic this behavior in a simulation by adding parts of the
molecule as time progresses, and we can study how the final configuration adopted depends
on the relative conditions of folding and molecule production. A simulation in vitro, on the
other hand, would be a simulation where the molecule starts out completely unfolded and
attempts to reach the stable configuration all at once, eventually in the presence of other
molecules of the same type with which it can form aggregates.
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Ionic concentration dependence
A specific energy term of our model allow us to vary ionic concentrations and to study
how the system behaves under di↵erent screening conditions. In order to obtain sensible
results, the parameters in our model need to be calibrated against experimental data. We
have already started a collaboration with experimentalists at IBPC to develop to obtain
experimental melting curves of duplexes in di↵erent bu↵ers. We plan to systematically
obtain experimental curves for some benchmark system and to simulate the same systems
in order to obtain well grounded parameters to represent ionic screening. Once these
parameters will be obtained we plan to study the behavior of small RNAs under di↵erent
ionic conditions to test whether it is possible to obtain di↵erent stable configurations by
changing the general electrostatic environment.
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Abstracts
Folding and aggregation of designed proteins
R. A. Broglia, G. Tiana, S. Pasquali, H. E. Roman, and E. Vigezzi
Dipartimento di Fisica Universita di Milano and Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare
Protein aggregation is studied by following the simultaneous folding of two designed
identical 20-letter amino acid chains within the framework of a lattice model and using
Monte Carlo simulations. It is found that protein aggregation is determined by elementary
structures (partially folded intermediates) controlled by local contacts among some of the
most strongly interacting amino acids and formed at an early stage in the folding process.
Analysis of protein sequence/structure similarity relationships
Gan HH, Pasquali S, Schlick T., et al
Department of Chemistry, New York University
Current analyses of protein sequence/structure relationships have focused on expected
similarity relationships for structurally similar proteins. To survey and explore the basis of
these relationships, we present a general sequence/structure map that covers all combina-
tions of similarity/dissimilarity relationships and provide novel energetic analyses of these
relationships. To aid our analysis, we divide protein relationships into four categories: ex-
pected/unexpected similarity (S and S(?)) and expected/unexpected dissimilarity (D and
D(?)) relationships. In the expected similarity region S, we show that trends in the se-
quence/structure relation can be derived based on the requirement of protein stability and
the energetics of sequence and structural changes. Specifically, we derive a formula relat-
ing sequence and structural deviations to a parameter characterizing protein sti↵ness; the
formula fits the data reasonably well. We suggest that the absence of data in region S(?)
(high structural but low sequence similarity) is due to unfavorable energetics. In contrast
to region S, region D(?) (high sequence but low structural similarity) is well-represented
by proteins that can accommodate large structural changes. Our analyses indicate that
there are several categories of similarity relationships and that protein energetics provide
a basis for understanding these relationships.
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Exploring the repertoire of RNA secondary motifs using graph theory;
implications for RNA design
Gan HH, Pasquali S, Schlick T
Department of Chemistry, New York University
Understanding the structural repertoire of RNA is crucial for RNA genomics research.
Yet current methods for finding novel RNAs are limited to small or known RNA fami-
lies. To expand known RNA structural motifs, we develop a two-dimensional graphical
representation approach for describing and estimating the size of RNA’s secondary struc-
tural repertoire, including naturally occurring and other possible RNA motifs. We employ
tree graphs to describe RNA tree motifs and more general (dual) graphs to describe both
RNA tree and pseudoknot motifs. Our estimates of RNA’s structural space are vastly
smaller than the nucleotide sequence space, suggesting a new avenue for finding novel
RNAs. Specifically our survey shows that known RNA trees and pseudoknots represent
only a small subset of all possible motifs, implying that some of the “missing” motifs may
represent novel RNAs. To help pinpoint RNA-like motifs, we show that the motifs of ex-
isting functional RNAs are clustered in a narrow range of topological characteristics. We
also illustrate the applications of our approach to the design of novel RNAs and automated
comparison of RNA structures; we report several occurrences of RNA motifs within larger
RNAs. Thus, our graph theory approach to RNA structures has implications for RNA
genomics, structure analysis and design.
Modular RNA architecture revealed by computational analysis of exsisting
pseudoknots and ribosomal RNAs
Pasquali S, Gan HH, Schlick T
Department of Chemistry, New York University
Modular architecture is a hallmark of RNA structures, implying structural, and possi-
bly functional, similarity among existing RNAs. To systematically delineate the existence
of smaller topologies within larger structures, we develop and apply an e cient RNA sec-
ondary structure comparison algorithm using a newly developed two-dimensional RNA
graphical representation. Our survey of similarity among 14 pseudoknots and subtopolo-
gies within ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) uncovers eight pairs of structurally related pseudo-
knots with non-random sequence matches and reveals modular units in rRNAs. Signifi-
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cantly, three structurally related pseudoknot pairs have functional similarities not previ-
ously known: one pair involves the 3? end of brome mosaic virus genomic RNA (PKB134)
and the alternative hammerhead ribozyme pseudoknot (PKB173), both of which are repli-
case templates for viral RNA replication; the second pair involves structural elements for
translation initiation and ribosome recruitment found in the viral internal ribosome entry
site (PKB223) and the V4 domain of 18S rRNA (PKB205); the third pair involves 18S
rRNA (PKB205) and viral tRNA-like pseudoknot (PKB134), which probably recruits ri-
bosomes via structural mimicry and base complementarity. Additionally, we quantify the
modularity of 16S and 23S rRNAs by showing that RNA motifs can be constructed from
at least 210 building blocks. Interestingly, we find that the 5S rRNA and two tree modules
within 16S and 23S rRNAs have similar topologies and tertiary shapes. These modules
can be applied to design novel RNA motifs via build-up-like procedures for constructing
sequences and folds.
Mapping a homopolymer onto a model fluid
Pasquali S, Percus J
Department of Physics, New York University
Laboratoire de Physico-Chime Théorique, UMR Gulliver CNRS-ESPCI
We describe a linear homopolymer using a grand canonical ensemble formalism, a sta-
tistical representation that is very convenient for formal manipulations. We investigate the
properties of a system where only next neighbor interactions and an external, confining,
field are present and then show how a general pair interaction can be introduced pertur-
batively, making use of a Mayer expansion. Through a diagrammatic analysis, we shall
show how constitutive equations derived for the polymeric system are equivalent to the
Ornstein-Zernike and Percus-Yevick equations for a simple fluid and find the implications
of such a mapping for the simple situation of Van der Waals mean field model for the fluid.
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Numerical methods for fluctuation-driven interactions between dielectrics
Pasquali S, Nitti F, Maggs AC
Laboratoire de Physico-Chime Théorique, UMR Gulliver CNRS-ESPCI
We develop a discretized theory of thermal Casimir interactions to numerically calculate
the interactions between fluctuating dielectrics. From a constrained partition function we
derive a surface free energy, while handling divergences that depend on system size and
discretization. We derive analytic results for parallel plate geometry in order to check the
convergence of the numerical methods. We use the method to calculate vertical and lateral
Casimir forces for a set of grooves.
Fluctuation-induced interactions between dielectrics in general geometries
Pasquali S and Maggs AC
Laboratoire de Physico-Chime Théorique, UMR Gulliver CNRS-ESPCI
We study thermal Casimir and quantum nonretarded Lifshitz interactions between di-
electrics in general geometries. We map the calculation of the classical partition function
onto a determinant, which we discretize and evaluate with the help of Cholesky factoriza-
tion. The quantum partition function is treated by path integral quantization of a set of
interacting dipoles and reduces to a product of determinants. We compare the approxima-
tions of pairwise additivity and proximity force with our numerical methods. We propose
a ”factorization approximation” that gives rather good numerical results in the geometries
that we study.
Numerical studies of Casimir interactions
Pasquali S and Maggs AC
Laboratoire de Physico-Chime Théorique, UMR Gulliver CNRS-ESPCI
We study numerically the Casimir interaction between dielectrics in both two and three
dimensions. We demonstrate how sparse matrix factorizations enable one to study torsional
interactions in three dimensions. In two dimensions we study the full cross-over between
non-retarded and retarded interactions as a function of separation. We use constrained
factorizations in order to measure the interaction of a particle with a rough dielectric
surface and compare with a scaling argument.
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Mean field and the confined single homopolymer
Pasquali S, Percus J
Department of Physics, New York University
Laboratoire de Biochimie Théorique, UPR 9080 CNRS, IBPC
We develop a statistical model for a confined homopolymeric chain molecule based
on a monomer grand ensemble representation. The molecule is subject to a confining
external field, a backbone interaction, and an attractive interaction between any pair of
monomers. An exact minimum principle for the thermodynamics of the backbone in an
external field is obtained, and a controlled mean field approximation results in a modified
minimum principle from which relevant physical quantities such as monomer density can
be found. We explore the limit in which the chain is subject to tight confinement, and
make a preliminary investigation of a prototypical system.
HiRE-RNA: A High Resolution Coarse-Grained Energy Model for RNA
Pasquali S and Derreumaux P
Laboratoire de Biochimie Théorique, UPR 9080 CNRS, IBPC
Although RNAs play many cellular functions, the gap between their sequences and
3D structures is increasing and our knowledge of RNA thermodynamics and long time
scale dynamics is still limited at an atomic level of detail. In principle, all-atom molecular
dynamics (MD) and replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations can investi-
gate these issues, but with current computer facilities, these simulations in explicit solvent
have been limited to small RNAs and to short times. To move to larger systems, we can
resort to coarse-graining. In this study, we present HiRE-RNA, a generic high resolution
coarse-grained model for RNA, and report MD and REMD simulations on two RNAs of 22
and 36 nucleotides. Starting from unfolded structures, the 22-mer folds within 1.8 Årmsd
from the NMR structure, while the 36-mer folds within 4.6 Årmsd. Current results suggest
that further optimization of the HiRE-RNA force field should open the door to a relevant
model for studying large RNAs, such as riboswitches, and for predicting 3D structures from
secondary structure information.
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Impact of Thermostats on Folding and Aggregation Properties of Peptides
Using the Optimized Potential for E cient Structure Prediction
Coarse-Grained Model
Spill Y, Pasquali S, Derreumaux P
Laboratoire de Biochimie Théorique, UPR 9080 CNRS, IBPC
The simulation of amyloid fibril formation is impossible if one takes into account all
chemical details of the amino acids and their detailed interactions with the solvent. We
investigate the folding and aggregation of two model peptides using the optimized poten-
tial for e cient structure prediction (OPEP) coarse-grained model and replica exchange
molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations coupled with either the Langevin or the Berend-
sen thermostat. For both the monomer of blocked penta-alanine and the trimer of the 25-35
fragment of the Alzheimer’s amyloid   protein, we find little variations in the equilibrium
structures and heat capacity curves using the two thermostats. Despite this high similarity,
we detect significant di↵erences in the populations of the dominant conformations at low
temperatures, whereas the configurational distributions remain the same in proximity of the
melting temperature. A 25-35 trimers at 300 K have an averaged  -sheet content of 12%
and are primarily characterized by fully disordered peptides or a small curved two-stranded
 -sheet stabilized by a disordered peptide. In addition, OPEP molecular dynamics simula-
tions of A 25-35 hexamers at 300 K with a small curved six-stranded antiparallel  -sheet
do not show any extension of the  -sheet content. These data support the idea that the
mechanism of A 25-35 amyloid formation does not result from a high fraction of extended
 -sheet-rich trimers and hexamers.
The Coarse-Grained OPEP Force Field for Non-Amyloid and Amyloid
Proteins
Chebaro Y, Pasquali S, Derreumaux P
Laboratoire de Biochimie Théorique, UPR 9080 CNRS, IBPC
Coarse-grained protein models with various levels of granularity and degrees of free-
dom o↵er the possibility to explore many phenomena including folding, assembly, and
recognition in terms of dynamics and thermodynamics that are inaccessible to all-atom
representations in explicit aqueous solution. Here, we present a refined version of the
coarse-grained optimized potential for e cient protein structure prediction (OPEP) based
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on a six-bead representation. The OPEP version 4.0 parameter set, which uses a new an-
alytical formulation for the nonbonded interactions and adds specific side-chain?side-chain
interactions for alpha-helix, is subjected to three tests. First, we show that molecular dy-
namics simulations at 300 K preserve the experimental rigid conformations of 17 proteins
with 37-152 amino acids within a root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 3.1 Åafter 30
ns. Extending the simulation time to 100 ns for five proteins does not change the RMSDs.
Second, replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations recover the NMR struc-
tures of three prototypical beta-hairpin and ?-helix peptides and the NMR three-stranded
beta-sheet topology of a 37-residue WW domain, starting from randomly chosen states.
Third, REMD simulations on the ccbeta peptide show a temperature transition from a
three-stranded coiled coil to amyloid-like aggregates consistent with experiments, while
simulations on low molecular weight aggregates of the prion protein helix 1 do not. Over-
all, these studies indicate the e↵ectiveness of our OPEP4 coarse-grained model for protein
folding and aggregation, and report two future directions for improvement.
Coarse-Grained Simulations of RNA and DNA Duplexes
Cragnolini T, Derreumaux P, Pasquali S
Laboratoire de Biochimie Théorique, UPR 9080 CNRS, IBPC
Although RNAs play many cellular functions, little is known about the dynamics and
thermodynamics of these molecules. In principle, all-atom molecular dynamics simulations
can investigate these issues, but with current computer facilities, these simulations have
been limited to small RNAs and to short times. HiRe-RNA, a recently proposed high-
resolution coarse-grained RNA that captures many geometric details such as base pairing
and stacking, is able to fold RNA molecules to near-native structures in a short compu-
tational time. So far, it had been applied to simple hairpins, and here we present its
application to duplexes of a couple dozen nucleotides and show how with replica exchange
molecular dynamics (REMD) we can easily predict the correct double helix from a com-
pletely random configuration and study the dissociation curve. To show the versatility
of our model, we present an application to a double stranded DNA molecule as well. A
reconstruction algorithm allows us to obtain full atom structures from the coarse-grained
model. Through atomistic molecular dynamics (MD), we can compare the dynamics start-
ing from a representative structure of a low temperature replica or from the experimental
structure, and show how the two are statistically identical, highlighting the validity of a
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coarse-grained approach for structured RNAs and DNAs.
The OPEP coarse-grained protein model: from single molecules, amyloid
formation, and suspension in a crowded environment to RNA/DNA
complexes
F. Sterpone, T. Cragnolini, Y. Laurin, S. Melchionna, Y. Chebaro,
A. Tek, M. Baaden, P. Tu↵ery, JF Saint-Pierre, P.H. Nguyen,
S. Pasquali, M. Kalimeri, A. Barducci, P. Derreumaux
The OPEP coarse-grained protein model has been applied to a wide range of applications
since its first release 15 years ago. The model, which combines energetic and structural
accuracy and chemical specificity, allows studying single protein properties, DNA/RNA
complexes, amyloid fibril formation and protein suspensions in a crowded environment.
Here we first review the current state of the model and the most exciting applications using
advanced conformational sampling methods. We then present the current 15 limitations
and a perspective on the on-going developments.
Epock: speedy analysis of protein pocket dynamics
B. Laurent, M. Chavent, T. Cragnolini, ACE. Dah, S. Pasquali,
P. Derreumaux, M.S.P. Sansom, M. Baaden
Laboratoire de Biochimie Théorique, UPR 9080 CNRS, IBPC
Structural Bioinformatics and Computational Biochemistry Unit, University of Oxford
The volume of an internal protein pocket is of fundamental importance to ligand accessi-
bility. Few programs that compute such volumes can manage dynamic data from Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulations. Furthermore limited performance often prohibits their use on
large datasets. In this paper we present Epock, a program designed to e ciently calculate
binding pocket volumes along extensive sets of MD trajectories.
Epock is distributed as an independent suite of C++ source files to be compiled into a
binary executable, complete with Python scripts for easy output visualization. A plugin for
the VMD (Visual Molecular Dynamics) program was developed to provide a graphical user
interface for easy access to Epock’s functionalities and intuitive visual analytics of output
data. Epock features a 1000-fold speed-up of execution time compared to other software.
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Predicting complex RNA folds via a high resolution coarse-grained model
Cragnolini T, Laurin Y, Derreumaux P, Pasquali S
Laboratoire de Biochimie Théorique, UPR 9080 CNRS, IBPC
HiRE-RNA is a simplified, coarse-grained model, developed in recent years to address
the question of RNA folding, both for the prediction of equilibrium configurations and to
gain insight on the dynamics and thermodynamics of RNA molecules. Earlier versions
of the model predicted the correct folds of simple structures such as hairpins and double
helices. Important modifications in the force field now allow us to treat a much larger
variety of structures thanks to the possibility of one base to form multiple contacts and
non-canonical pairings, which are essential for the formation and the stability of structures
such as pseudoknots, multiple helices, and the complex architectures of riboswitches.
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Supervision
During the five years I spent as Mâıtre de Conférence, I have supervised internships of
several students, from third year undergraduates, to graduate students. I will present here
briefly each student and the work carried on at our lab.
L3 students
For all L3 students I was the only supervisor of their internship (“maitre de stage”).
Esra Karakas
January-May 2009
Development of a code to automatically sort tree and pseudoknotted structures from a
database of three-dimensional structures.
Esra is now graduate student in molecular modeling at CEA.
Mariama Jaiteh
January-May 2012
Statistical analysis of base planes orientations.
Mariama is now an second year student of the In Silico Drug Design Master.
Sali Anies
January-May 2013
Analysis of atomistic MD trajectories of G-quadruplexes.
Sali is still an undergraduate.
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M1 students
Jeremie Vion
January-May 2010
Development of a code to compute the relative orientation of subsequent base planes.
M2 students
Since 2009 I have supervised the internship of four second year master students. For the
first student I was co-supervisor together with Pr. Derreumaux, while for the others I was
the main supervisor. One paper has been published, or is in preparation, with each one of
these students.
Yannick Spill
• February-June 2009, student at Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris
Master Theoretical and physical Chemistry
• Studies of the impact of di↵erent thermostats for MD simulations using the protein
force field OPEP. Applications to a peptide at the origin of Alzheimer’s disease.
• After his M2, Yannick continued with graduate studies at Pasteur Institute at the
Structural Bioinformatics Unit of Pasteur Institute, under the supervision of M.
Nilges, obtained his doctorate degree in the fall of 2013, and is now a post-doc in
Cambridge.
Tristan Cragnolini
• January-June 2011, student at Université Paris Diderot
Master in Bioinformatics
• Development of a reconstruction algorithm for the RNA model HiRE-RNA to obtain
atomistic structures from coarse-grained representations.
• Tristan is currently finishing his graduate studies at our lab, working on RNA mod-
eling, under the supervision of P. Derreumaux and myself.
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Yoann Laurin
• January-June 2013, student at Université de Rennes
Master in Bioinformatics
• Parameter’s optimization and validation for the RNA model HiRE-RNA.
• Yoann started graduate studies at our lab in the fall of 2013, working on protein
docking modeling, under the supervision of S. Saquin-Mora.
Bertrand Caron
• February-June 2014, student Ecole Normale Superieure
Master physical chemistry
• Simulations guided by experiments : Coupling HiRE-RNA with SAXS data.
Graduate students
Concerning graduate students, I have participated in supervising the work of Yasmine
Chebarro, and I am the main supervisor of Tristan Cragnolini. At present one paper has
been published with each one of these students, one paper has been submitted for review,
and two others are in preparation with T. Cragnolini.
Yasmine Chebarro
• September 2008 - September 2010
• Development and validation of the OPEP force field, version 4. Applications to
amiloyd proteins involved in Alzheimer’s disease.
• Yasmine is currently a post-doc in Cambridge, working in the group of D. Frankel
and D. Wales in the Chemistry department.
Tristan Cragnolini
• October 2011 - present
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• Development of the RNA force field HiRE-RNA. Applications to RNA and DNA
duplexes, ribozymes, and complex RNA architectures.
• Tristan will complete his graduate studies in the fall of 2014.
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